SNAP Meeting, August 2020
We have the pleasure of welcoming Emily Naff for the Summer Book Talk on “Within the Frame” by David duChemin.
Business:
• Second Harvest Fundraiser: 41 photographers, 79 photos. Spreading word on Instagram and Facebook now, with big push on August 31st, when gallery
opens. See www.snapgallery.org. Kudos to Tamra Stallings (website), Jo Fields (promos) and Sainadh Mallula (Instagram).
• JCC
• August 29 deadline; Submit up to 5. See https://snapnashville.org/gordon-jcc-2020/ for details.
• Can have leeway on framing, as long as it can be hung on their hardware
• JCC – likely no reception, but by appointment
• Recorded meetings now on YouTube! At least three of them to date, see https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPqHVCoqvbiE8UjS5SYQywA. Note that
there are also links on our website www.snapnashville.org. Sadly, I neglected a step in August, so our Summer Book Talk is not available.
Upcoming Meetings:
• September 1 – Scott Davenport, thanks to Brentwood Photography Club.
• September 1st BPG Meeting – 7pm – Brentwood Photography Group invites SNAP to hear Scott Davenport presenting on Long Exposure
Photography. If you are not familiar with him, you can learn more about Scott at https://www.scottdavenportphoto.com/about
• REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED TO ATTEND THE SEPT MEETING.Use this link to register.
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZckdeytpj0pHtOl8ayXPwhmAZpus0Y6XpS4
•
•
•
•

September 22 – Regular SNAP meeting via Zoom, 6:30: Stephen Coppell from Massachusetts, (https://stevenkoppel.com)
October 27 – – Regular SNAP meeting via Zoom, 6:30: JCC selections, critique by our juror Katy Delmez
November – no meeting
December – pot luck, Dirty Santa – remains to be seen if feasible; backup plan: do this whenever we actually start meeting in person again!

Future Exhibits
• Hotel Preston now rescheduled for Jan-Apr 2021
• Scarritt Bennett Center now to be in 2022
=================================================================================================

Summer Book Sharing, Within the Frame by David DuChemin/Emily Naff leading
Meeting could not be recorded, so use the notes along with the screen shots of the images submitted on Google Drive.
Thumbnails for each chapter are inserted below. Also, there wasn’t time to discuss each of the photos, but all are included.
Challenges by Chapter
Chapters 1 and 2:

1. The Frame

Intro/Discussion

Images

“Change the aspect ratio. Shoot with a different aspect ratio
than you’re used to. Most DSLR cameras are set to 2:3 by
default, many compact / point and shoot use 3:4. Most digital
cameras allow you to change this in your menu settings. My
iPhone camera allows me to switch to 1:1 (square)”

Anne Richardson – ocean panorama – st joseph’s state park.
Keith Auerbach –
• farm panorama in Cuba
• portraits
Diane Wehr
• street 16x9

Vision is journey not a destination
Vision changes with your experience.
How you see the world, unique to you
The things that impassion you, stir you, anger you.
Responses:
Research, inspiration, be ‘in the moment’, experimentation
with lens and get a surprise, serendipity
“I didn’t choose them, they chose me”
Photography helps you see the world, the ordinary is beautiful
When shooting alone, it slows me down and makes me observe
Photography is a subtractive art – remove the superfluous.

• triptych
Wayne Thomas
• Hasselblad, adjusting to square medium format, tried to find
dramatic lines
Emily Passino
• Square format drew in the vision of experience of being under
backlit tree
• Light and texture
Emily Helms
• Square world/book – composition
• Contained window reflection, generational timeless feel
• Learned camera settings – art filter, plus learning how to format
in square
• Scabiosa – 3 flowers in a pot, good contrast, detail, texture
• The square elimates extraneous information
Jo Fields
• Trees – 16x9 -

2. Illusion of the Exotic

(pages 28-31). “For the photographer shooting something with
which he is more familiar, the challenge is to rediscover the
wonder and shoot with new eyes”

Stacy Widelitz • Piano is very mundane to someone who is used to playing it
every day.
• Natural light, sensuality of looking under the hood
• Taken with iphone portrait setting and Sony
Mike Gannon
• Bougainvillea – iphone apps
Emily Helms
• Faucet Hot/Cold – take picture with iphone
Keith Auerbach
• Zen moment
• Son – the clouds are his thoughts
Jo Fields
• Squash blossom
• Luna moth
Wayne Thomas
• Billboard with torn paper abstraction
Wehr
• Tunnel - movement

3. Put Time Within the Frame:

(pages 34-39) “Sometimes the difference between a mediocre
photograph and a great one- between a snapshot and an iconis a fraction of a second: either the length of that fraction, the
choice of that fraction, or being ready when that fraction
occurs."

Auerback
• Duck feet
• Diving
Diane Wehr
• Man walking by, compose and wait
Jo Fields
• Forest Tunnel

Chapter 3

4. Break a Rule

(see page 80) “They don’t exist anyway. Screw the rule of thirds
or the golden rectangle. Use a slow shutter speed. Stop
focusing. Blow out the highlights. Point the camera in the
wrong direction. Do something, anything, to silence that inner
rule-monger who is so afraid you’ll create an image that you
can’t even salvage in Photoshop with the Un-Suck filter.”

Kimberly Manson
• Car – negative space
• Escalator
Anne Richardson
• Hosta - Centered, square, down the middle
Auerback
• Face
• Boots and paws

5. Self Assignment/Constraint

(See page 81) “This is most helpful when lack of inspiration
strikes when you are traveling and don’t have time to wait
around for the muse to come back to work. Go out for a walk
and shoot something specific. You might choose to work on a
technique, like panning, or choose something specific to the
place you are in and limit yourself to shooting that.”

Reviewed images

Chapter 4

6. Tell a Story

(See Creative Exercise on page 101) “There are stories all
around us. For now, find something simple.
Your assignment: in 8 to 12 images, show me who the
characters are, what their stage or context is, and what they
are doing. If there are relationships, show me those.”

Passino – Shift change

Remaining Chapters

7. People

Challenge “Take your camera downtown or to the nearest
place you can find some people, and collect nos. The point is
not to make photographs, but if that happens, great! The point
is to get comfortable with no.”
David Duchemin – make connection
‘indecent exposures’ – what’s your purpose for taking pictures

Lesley Gill –
• Nashville man – how they see themselves, not how other
people see them
• Cuban woman – would prefer to include more context

8. Places

“Try this exercise in searching for the unexpected. Start with
the postcard shot. The Eiffel Tower, for example. Then walk in
ever-widening circles around it. (If you do this with the Eiffel
Tower, you’ll fall into the Seine, but you could instead choose a
zigzag pattern.) Turn left at one corner, right at the next café,
then left, then right. Just walk. Keep your eyes open. Be
receptive. Don’t allow yourself to deviate until you come upon
something totally unexpected. The purpose of this exercise is
to force you away from your assumptions, plans, and
expectations and into situations where the place you are in can
unexpectedly open to you.”

Passino – Place and time
Henry – Italy in the rain
Iconic landmarks
Iconic images in mundane places
Representational/interpretive

Reviewed images

9. Culture

“BE RESPECTFUL: Being respectful means being conscious of
both the taboos and the accepted behavior. It means taking off
your shoes, or covering your head, or walking clockwise instead
of counterclockwise. It means being mindful of what you touch,
how loud you speak—if at all—and where you sit.”

Blog: DavidDuChemin.com
Resources: CraftandVision.com
More: WithinTheFrameBook.com

Final Thoughts
(*excerpt from book added
after the meeting)

“GREEK PHILOSOPHER PLUTARCH SAID the mind is not a vessel
that needs filling, but wood that needs igniting. I think it’s both,
just as great photography requires both craft and vision to be
compelling.
We live in an incredible place, filled with billions of unique
people, surrounded by beauty, mystery, and never-ending
stories. Whether around your city or around the world, may
your journeys be filled with encounters and moments that
open your eyes, your heart, and your mind. I can’t wait to see
what you photograph.”

Duchemin, David. Within the Frame.

